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Agenda week 1

Type of catering
Commercial, Non-commercial, Catering in transport 
Industry, Self-service, Waiter service, Takeaway, 
Delivery 

Type of commercial catering 

Restaurant type, service, food and drink, atmosphere, 
transport access

Customer survey and food 
Review 

A la carte vs. Table d’hote menu, Ethnic and specialist 
cuisine, International chain 



Tourism train
Eastern and Oriental Express 
Bangkok-Kanjanaburi-Malaysia-Singapore 



Buffet car

Restaurant Bar



Table d’hote menu
- Set menu (Appetizer, Starter)

- Fixed prices

Table d’hote table 
setting/arrangement

Table utensils 



A la carte menu
When a dish at a restaurant is offered a la carte, it 
means the dish is ordered and priced individually. It is 
not a part of a larger meal or a course of dishes.
Lamb = เนือ้แกะ

Lamb  =  เนือ้แกะ



International chain or 
Franchise
The restaurant that has its branches (สาขา) in 
different countries around the world with 
standardized service (เหมอืนกนั มาตรฐานเดยีวกนั) 
and menus

Ethnic restaurant 

National food from different countries e.g. 
Indian, Ethiopian and Mexican food  



Customer survey 

It is the process of how to measure Customer 
Satisfaction In Restaurant Industry in order to improve 
your service to meet the customer needs
. 



Food review as a 
marketing strategy

Restaurant business has become 
much more complicated in the 

past few years so Marketing team 
has to find the way to attract new 

customers



Food and drinks 
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Serving water

1. Still water



2. Sparkling water

Serving water



White wine with fish dish

Red wine with meat dish



A pint of lager 







Back and Front of house 
Hierarchy
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Kitchen Hierarchy 

“Back of house” refers to the 
unseen cooking staff working 
in the kitchen. These are, 
amongst others, the kitchen 
hands, the cooks and the 
(more senior) chefs at a fine 
dining restaurant or a 5-star 
hotel.
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MAIN COURSE
NORMALLY MAIN COURSE CONSISTS OF MEAT 
INGREDIENTS 
Beef

Pork

Chicken

Fish

Poultry

Seafood



DRINKS MENU

Hot drinks 

Soft drinks

Spirits / Liquor

Long drinks / Tall drinks 

Cocktails / Mocktails 



GLASSWARE
Glasses

Mugs

Highballs / Tumbler



GLASSWARE



The end


